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Background and Overview
The SK project was a 2-year project looking at impacts of climate change on fisheries and fishing
communities. The project included conducting socio-economic surveys in four fishing communities
across Micronesia to capture perceptions of local community members. This study also explored a
review of regional ecological data to see how both the social and ecological data could best inform
the challenges regional fisheries and fishing communities are facing in face of climate change. It
also provided some of the recommendations of ways to build resilience through improved fisheries
management and climate change planning. While this data set focused on four sites throughout
Micronesia, these sites share similar findings to other site data collected from various regional
socio-economic assessments. Regional fisheries data has also been compiled and provides some
clear recommendations toward certain management approaches that could help build ecosystem
health and resilience. This workshop was aimed at reviewing these two datasets to determine
messages that can be shared regionally to help improve fisheries management and climate change
planning.
From June 14-16th an SK Fisheries Strategic Communications Workshop was held in Guam to bring
together fisheries managers, educators, and scientists to share information, gather ideas, and
ultimately develop strategic communications messages and concepts to support fisheries
management in the region.
The workshop was supported by the Salston Kennedy grant through the Micronesia Conservation
Trust (MCT), with additional support provided by NOAA and the Nature Conservancy.

Objectives
The objectives of the 2.5-day workshop were to:
• Develop key messages and communication product concepts for Micronesia that foster good
fisheries management practices and build resilience of fishing communities in the face of
climate change; and
• Identify what worked and what didn’t during the SK project overall.

Participants
All participants at the workshop were involved in supporting fisheries management in Micronesia
through research, policy, management, outreach, or through funding opportunities. Participants
were mostly from the four jurisdictions that were included in the SK project (i.e. Guam, Chuuk, Yap,
and Pohnpei). Meghan Gombos of Sea Change Consulting facilitated the workshop. Amanda Dillion,
of Aline Design Hawaii and project graphic designer, also participated to better understand
participants interest and needs for communication projects. The participants included the
following:
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Yap Marine Resources
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University of Guam Marine Lab
University of Guam Marine Lab
Guam Division of Aquatic and Wildlife Resources
Guam Division of Aquatic and Wildlife Resources
Sea Change Consulting

Communication Goal
After the workshop opening, participants were asked to review the workshop goals and make
revisions to reflect an over-arching communication goal that would serve to guide discussions and
development of communication messages. The communication goal was revised to “Improve
fisheries resources and resilience of fishing communities throughout Micronesia by promoting
specific actions and behaviors that support good fisheries management”.

Defining Key Audiences
Next, participants were asked to identify
the
key
audiences
to
focus
communication messages using regional
based fisheries and socio-economic
science. The group was asked “Who can
make our goal a reality by taking a
specific action or changing a specific
behavior?” The group defined three key
audiences to focus on for the rest of the
workshop.
They were:
1. Policy/Decision Makers
2. Fishers
3. School chilidren (K-12)
Participants were asked to self-select
which audience they would focus on throughout the workshop. They were then broken into three
small groups, one for each key audience for the rest of the workshop.

Presentations
A series of presentations, small group work, and plenary report backs were used throughout the
workshop to develop communication product concepts and messages. Presentations were used to
share results of data collected through regional fisheries science and the SK socio-economic
surveys. Additionally, to share tools for developing key messages for key audiences, the following
presentations were shared:
1. Regional Fisheries Science:
The Problem: What does the data say
about fisheries regionally? Biological
Monitoring
&
Fish
Market
Monitoring (Javi Cuetos-Bueno, TNC)
2. Regional Fisheries Science:
The Solutions: What does the data
say about what is needed to improve
fisheries management. What are the
specific
or
general
regional
recommendations by scientists. (Javi
Cuetos-Bueno, TNC)
3. SK
Regional
Science
Outcomes: What does the SK/SEM
data say about fishing communities

and impacts from resource decline & climate change? What does the data say about what is
needed to improve community resilience? What are the specific or general regional
recommendations by scientists? (Supin Wongbusurakum, NOAA)
4. Inspiration Hour - all participants shared examples of communications materials they felt
were very impactful in conveying key messages and why. These inspiring products were
used to help generate ideas for communication materials and messages. (All participants)
5. How to develop key messages using the message box. A short presentation provided to
explain the message box tool and how it can be used to develop short messages for key
audiences (Meghan Gombos, SCC)

Small GroupWork
Small groups broken into the three key audiences were used throughout the workshop. Each
presentation was followed by small group work and groups were asked to utilize presentations to
discuss and determine the information that was most relevant to their key audience. This included
the following:
1. Development of a short description of their key audience including:
• What is their greatest concern/priority in life?
• What do they believe about this issue?
• Who do they listen to/respect/trust?
2. List of biological and socio-economic science that was important to share with their key
audience.
3. List of communication products that would be useful for key audiences
4. Key messages that could be shared with key audiences on communication products and
associated visual concepts
Small group work outputs are presented by key audience in the next section “Workshop Outputs:
Strategic Communications Concepts”.

Workshop Outputs: Strategic Communication Concepts
AUDIENCE: POLICY/DECISION MAKERS
Types of policy/decision makers:
• Elected government officials
• Resource owners
• Appointed state/jurisdiction staff
• Permanent technical advisors/special assistants (including fisheries managers)
• Same/similar messages (do not have to be science) but different delivery messengers

Description
Their greatest concerns
• Tenure/re-election
• Accountability of
implementors/managers
• Self image/benefits
What do they believe about this issue?
• Overfishing
• Varying beliefs (some do, some
don’t)
Who do they listen to/respect/trust?
• Their
constituents/fellows/lobbyists/
others at the same levels
• Regional counterparts (APIL, MIF)
• Key influencers, eg., constituents,
advocates, champions, house speakers, private sector

Biological and Social Science Information Most Important to Them
What info is most important for them to know
• In fisheries as a whole, what are the most vulnerable species, how do they respond to
fishing pressure, and how do we best manage the different species individually and as a
whole (not only single species). This information needs to take the preferred food fish by
community into consideration.
• Fisheries resources are not getting better. This issue is urgent as some declines are not
reversible.
• Socio-cultural and economic implications of management of the lack of it.
• Tools for a holistic way to effectively manage fisheries resoutces in complete ecosystem
(not just MPAs). These include:
o Traditional management
o Specific science for policy
o All other silver bullets from Javi’s slide (e.g. subsistence zone, size limit, gear
restrictions, seasonal closure, etc)
o Identified alternative sustainable livelihoods that will save life of the fishers, not
project-based but fisher-based. Fisheries are the most important beneficiaries.

Communications Product Ideas
1) One-pager (elected staff)
2) Booklet (Research owners, managers, state staff)

-

Materials from above can be used for PPTs for different meetings with officials and
managers.
Effect communications need the right approach, messengers, and multiple exposures
(repeated through products)

Communication Product Information
(FISHER FOCUS)
• Livelihood/economic/cultural values of coastal fisheries
• Food security/nutritional benefits
• Benefits from fishers and how to sustain them
o Offers management options to deal with current problems and future threats
• (MGMT options = Javi’s silver bullets and sustainable alternative livelihoods)
• Linkages between fisheries and other public priorities, including health/food security,
coastal protection, livelihood, cultural indentity, etc.
• Reference the existing records/publications

Communication Visuals
•
•
•
•
•
•

Numbers eg. $$$/YEAR
People/YEAR
Fish/YEAR (1950) + Fish/YEAR (2020)
Infographics
Comparisons between past and present, eg. priced fish, CPUE
Something linking fisheries with other public interests

Message Box
Issue: Coastal fisheries is not on top of the agenda
Problems:
• Long time to get things resolves
• Lack of resources to manage coastal fisheries
• Resource decline
So what:
• Decline economic contribution of fisheries
• Livelihood at risk
• Food security at risk
• Disaster risks increase
• Loss of other benefits of coastal habitats to people, including tourism, coastal projection,
culture….
Solutions
• Allocate more resources to coastal fisheries management

•

Be committed to maintaining natural resources

Benefits
• Recognition as campion/leader (built legacy)
• Looking good in a stable economy
• Get re-elected

Key Messages
1) If coastal fisheries are sustained:
• $???/year for island economy
• ?? meals/family
• $$/year for household income
2) Put your chips in the right place/Put your vote in the right column/Vote with your
ancestors because natural resources are the only things we have to support our
people/island

Visuals
•
•

Past vs present (e.g. catch size, CPUEs)
Good fisheries linking with happy, healthy family, and other future sectors

AUDIENCE: FISHERS
Description
Their greatest concerns
• Loss of fishing – MPAs/ military/ fishing regs
• Harder to catch fish/ less fish
• Providing for family
• Less money at market
• Inconsistent catch throughout the year
What do they believe about this issue?
• Livelihood - when that’s taken away what are the alternatives?
• If they don’t fish they can’t provide for their family
• If you put in fisheries management strategies/ regs I won’t be able to provide for family
• You don’t have authority – god given right à god put it there - also unlimited resources
• I’m following law – why isn’t there more fish à others are not following
• Tragedy of the commons
• Only looking at fisheries but not LB issues – being punished
• More effort should be on LBP issues
Who do they listen to/respect/trust?
• Spouses

•
•
•

Head of family/parents
Traditional leaders
The person making the most noise regardless of position or info becomes the leader of
fishing spokeperson

Biological and Social Science Information Most Important to Them
Biological Science: Problems
• Young fisheres - 20’s- 30’s – need to be reeducated à shifting baselines
• For fishers to understand how much pressure they are putting on stocks * change to be
about consumers
• Whay are there less fish à fishing pressure is the main driver
• Fishing certain species /kind of fish will make less impact
• Fisheres have a role in sustainability of livelihoods -à if they do change it might help
• Problem is already understood
• What to do about it?
• If they don’t fish, how can tthey feed their family?
• Understanding the urgency
• Fishermen don’t have expertise of sustainable practices à catch everything you can, sell big
ones eat small ones
• Find expert to bring back traditional knowledge
• Water the available alternatives
• Look at bigger ecosystem health/ degradation
• Look at other issues with coral habitat- degredation
Biological Science to Management Recommendations
• Historical photos à can show change over time
• Response to fishing pressure
o Parrotfish changing sexes
• How destructive night fishing is & scuba spear
• Keep the fish on island for local families to reduce pressure on reef
• Small scale aquaculture/ FADs - barrier to offshore is $
o Something to give back to fishers
• Size limits? Does this work?
• How to identify napoleon wrasse
• Season bans (SPAG)
Socio-economic Considerations and Recommendations
• Reinforce need for alternative livelihoods
• Impacts of climate change – loss of turtle habitat/ coastal erosion
o Storms
o You can see first hand
• How different messages for each place
• Engaging fishers more
• Ecosystem approach to fisheries management
o Engage a broader group of stakeholders including women (whole community)

Communications Product Ideas & Visuals
•

•

Clip Art files of important target species for the region symbols for the following:
o length of L50 = “Ruler”
o Spawning season/ moon phase - eggs
o Status of fish
o Vulnerability of fish – maybe face with smile, frown, straight face or thumbs up,
down, or sideways?
o Amount landed % -?
o Amount landed $ - >
Have cultural/regional look (or maybe symbols) – fish hook, latte stone (only guam
specific), canoe, traditional spear, fish traps?

Message Box
Key Messages

1. Overfishing = less income - so fish smart for more cash
2. Indescriminate or destructive fishing practices leads to loss of fish stocks. If we practice
short and selective fishing leads to sustainable livelihoods and preservation of our culture
3. Cultural preservation through smart fishing
4. Alternate sources of income generating aspects to support fisheries livelihood
5. Don’t catch the babies they’re your future
6. Only take what you need à save some for tmrw
7. Spawning aggregations never come back and we’re running out of time! Fish smart and
don’t take spawning fish.

Final Communication Product Idea
FISH SMART – POSTER
Poster that can be adapted using clip art to for target food fish from each jurisdiction to develop a
customized poster per jurisdiction titled FISH SMART. So there would be a regional FISH SMART
poster template to keep the “look” regional but the fish and language would change per jurisdiction.
SMART is an acronym along the side of the poster with the different letters meaning the following
• S- Select
• M-Measure
• A – Advocate
• R – Report Violations (maybe “Respect Rules and Report Violations”?)
• T – Think about the Future
These terms would be translated per jurisdiction but maintain the concept.

AUDIENCE: SCHOOL CHILDREN (K-12)
Description

What is their greatest concern?
• Eat what they want or
are trained to eat
• Where are going to get
our food in the future
(older kids)? (because
of
pollution/climate
change)
• Need to make money to
support family/some
drop school to fish to
sell for family
What do they believe?
• Fish are an infinite
resource (?) – we think
younger
children
believe this
• Drastic changes from earlier generations (different reality now vs grandparents)
• Only know what they have been told (from peers, teachers, parents)
Who do they listen to?
• Social Media: Facebook/YouTube and therefore opportunities for messaging through
influencers and champions
• Parents/Grandparents (head of household)
• Teachers
• Community leaders (cultural/traditional, church)
• Peers (inside community)
• Mentors
• Non-traditional classroom setting/experience (ex: green road show in PNI)
• Need to know what they can do in their family/home community
• Need success stories such as success of MPA systems
Opportunities: videos, storyboards, activity based, hands on activities – kids like fun and
they can learn to care about the environment when having fun with it.

Biological and Social Science Information Most Important to Them
Biological Science: Problems
1. Actions have irreversible consequences (ie: extinction of bumpheads)
2. The more people, the less fish
3. Climate Change impacts: lose fish, lose corals, lose ecosystem + coral protection
4. Fish are smaller and fewer
5. Complex fisheries problems need a complex solution (ie: species specific)
6. Explain protections/bans on certain species (ie: herbivores are the most important to
protect the coral reefs): younger people need to know the why and have more interest in
knowing. Motivate future conservationists/scientists

Biological Science to Management Recommendations
KNOWING THE WHYs
• MPAs
o “spot the difference” between protected and non-protected areas
• Night time spear fishing
o why is it so harmful/destructive?
§ Sleeping fish
§ Guam scuba fishing
o “Did you earn it?”
• Difference between baby fish and small fish
• Roles of fish
o Cleaners of the reef
• Story of rare, iconic fish and extinctions
• Kids can be an avenue to reach legislators and parents
• Spawning aggregations
Socio-economic Considerations and Recommendations
• Champions
o Need champion or can be champions
o Agency & ability to help
• Skills & knowledge from family & friends NOT school?
o Old generation?
• So many families rely on fishing but don’t expect children will want to be fishers
• What do you want to be when you grow up?
o What do you think could be a new career?
o Alternate sources of income & livelihoods
o Create your career
§ How can you help protect your resources?
§ Ecotourism? Educate visitors
• Plant a tree and come back to visit the tree
• Restore forest, protect reefs
• “Ridge Guam”: pick up trash, plant trees, stay on trails to reduce
erosion, prevent wildfires
o Preservation not paving of natural places (misinterpretation of ecotourism)
o Conservation
• Community engagement
• Community host tourists
o Village experience (vs. big resorts)
o Traditional practices
• Income, education, preservation
• Youtube
o “pen pals” fishers
o Sustainable challenges
• Postcards for students to send to legislatures or family

Communications Product Ideas
•

Poster with messages and central image

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Postcards (all ages)
Activity book for restaurants (younger)
o “spot the difference” – MPAs
o School cafeteria
Fish ID or trading cards (like pokemon)
o Waterproof fish ID
o Trading cards can be used for extra credit/homework
Stickers (simple, colorful, clear, something they care about)
Local language
Shirts
Hats – trucker
Rice paddles
Reusable bags
o Girl with coconut palm leave woven bags (image on reusable bag)
Fish seasons calendar
o Fish species
o Spawnings
o WESPAC seasonal-lunar calendar
o Photos of kids (permission)
Poster-card – poster with detachable postcards*

Products Messages
Know the whys (messages for postcard)
• Bump head parrotfish – extinct in some areas*
o Image: bumphead parrotfish photo
• Herbivores clean the reef (chain reaction)*
o Image: reef photo with herbivores
• Night time spear fishing*
o Image: night photo (animation?)
• Be the champion*
o Call to action
o Protect the reef
o Image: cute kids/kids fishing
• MPA improvements & impacts*
o Specific species facts (fish and coral)
o Image: MPA healthy reef
• Building the next generation of conservationists & sustainability*
o Parent and kid (fishing?)
• Big fish = more eggs
• Did you earn it?
o Fishermen with baby fish in carriage and elder fish
o Protecting baby fish and sleeping fish
• Poster activities
o Coloring? By number
o Stickers?
§ Create healthy ecosystem
§ Take out trash
o Put yourself in the picture

o
o
o

Connect the dots
Crossword puzzle
Laminated posters

Message Box
Issue
•

To get kids more involved, provide knowledge (“the whys”) and tools to be the future
champions of the environment
Problems
• Actions have irreversible consequences (extinctions)
• More people = less fish (intra-island migration)
• Not enough champions
• Climate change and conservation not communicated clearly
• Not enough mentorship for conservation field
• Not enough communications or info on economy and career options
• Nighttime fishing
• Over fishing
• Increasing disconnection between personal responsibility and dependence on natural
resources
• Climate change can be doom and gloom
• Don’t know what to do about climate change
So what
• Not enough fish in the future
• Not an infinite resource
• Moving away
• Loss of identity and family structure
• Loss of important fish species
• Loss of fish habitat and swimming grounds
• Loss of fishing jobs
• Less sashimi
• “What if you couldn’t eat sashimi for the rest of your life?”
Solutions
• Be the champions in your community
• Choose or create a career that protects the environment
• Be better mentors and more involved for hands-on experience in conservation
o More kids teaching other kids
• Engage other sectors in our work
• Stop working in silos
• Explaining climate change impacts and positives of conservation
• “My Life My Responsibility”
• Focus on positive
Benefits
• More fish, more food
• Conserved resources
• Healthy coasts, reefs and fish
• Preserving culture and traditions
• Maintained family structures

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Less stress, happier life
More sustainable fishing jobs
More job options
Keeping biodiversity
Positive outlook
Mo’ money
Mo’ sashimi

Key Messages

Pose as a quesiton to foster discussion and have kids do critical thinking
• What is your favorite fish?
o What if there are no more of your favorite fish?
• What do you want to be when you grow up?
• What do you think could be a new career?
• What can you do to protect/preserve your home?
• What if you couldn’t swim in your favorite spots?
• What if you can’t eat sashimi for the rest of your life?
o When there’s no more sashimi, what will you eat?

Next Steps
To close the workshop participants were asked to talk with another participant to discuss how they
would utilize the information and outputs of the workshop (especially once the communications
products are developed). Their next steps include:
• Win: When he goes to community consultation, he will share info
• Drin: Share with support agencies to distribute to communities through outreach
• Berna: Provide info to landowners and community stakeholders,
o share with agencies that talk with policy-makers
• Amanda: Develop visuals, if we report back, will share examples with Hawaii and other
regions
• CJ: Will help with the outreach she does in schools and community
• Supin: Writing report will add section on the outcomes of this workshop to SK paper
• Andrew: Will use products to inform fisheries managers and use the same messages and
documents to inform policy makers and planning
• James: Will use them to get conversation going with fishers,
o meeting with elected officials, use as talking points
• Javi: see a lot of use for materials in all outreach
• Jamie: take what I learn and put it out to the public, got input from across the region, can
use products from other locations and use it in Guam and Hawaii, for FAS residents, use on
social media
o *Send island-specific products to Guam for their use with FAS residents
• Liz: Figure out how to include these into the trainings I do
o Provide support for people who use the tools
• Eugene: revise message to fit the local context
o Not just target Pehlang but other communities

To incorporate messages into on going fisheries campaign (my life my
responsibility)
Angel: Use materials in green road show
o Community of Natik and other 3 communities in Kitti
o Annual cross site visits – will share
Curtis: community outreach/school campaigns
o Work with CWC and CCS to use material in existing projects
o Environmental clubs – share to utilize
Tam: through grant – Amanda will develop graphics and print some materials
o Continue to look for more funds to expand materials
o Work with other jurisdictions and get them to own what we have done
Meghan: will draft report and work with Amanda to follow up on providing input to
product development and/or coordination of input
o

•
•
•
•

Appendix A: Workshop Agenda
SK Communication Workshop
June 13 – 15
Guam
Workshop Homework for ALL Participants:
• Bring a communications product/image that you feel is very effective at conveying a specific
message. Prepare to share it and explain WHY you think it’s effective. It can be fisheries
related or not!
Workshop Objectives:
• To develop key messages and communication product concepts for Micronesia that foster
good fisheries management practices and building resilience of fishing communities in the
face of climate change
• To identify lessons learned - what worked and what didn’t during the SK project (Smaller
group only)

Time:
Thursday
9 - noon

Session Content & Approach
Introductions and Overview of Objectives and Agendas
Define Key Audiences for Messages
Prioritize: Who are the top 2-3 most important audiences?
BREAK
Reviewing Regional Information for Message Content
Presentation: Defining the Problem (20 min)- What does the data say about
fisheries regionally? Biological Monitoring & Fish Market Monitoring. Q & A
• Small Groups
o What information was most important for key audiences?
• Plenary Discussion

Noon- 1pm
1pm
4:30pm

LUNCH
– Presentation: Defining Potential Solutions (20 min) -What does the data say
about what is needed to improve fisheries management. What are the specific or
general regional recommendations by scientists? Q & A (20 min)
• Small Groups
o What information was most important for key audiences?
• Plenary Discussion

Presentation: Defining the Problem (20 min)- What does the SK/SEM data say
about fishing communities and impacts from resource decline & climate change? Q
& A (20 min)
• Small Groups
o What information was most important for key audiences?
• Plenary Discussion
BREAK
Presentation: Defining Potential Solutions (20 min) What does the data say
about what is needed to improve community resilience. What are the specific or
general regional recommendations by scientists / Q & A
• Small Groups
o What information was most important for key audiences?
• Plenary Discussion
Day One Wrap Up
Friday
Day One Overview and Daily Agenda
9am - noon

Inspiration Time
• Sharing of Homework - Communications Materials
Presentation: Overview of strategic communications, message box
BREAK
Developing Key Messages
Small Groups
• Complete Worksheet– Message Box
• Review & Revise Messages
• Identify supporting information/images that could help support each
message (graphs, images)?

Noon – 1pm
1pm
4:30pm

LUNCH
Report Out and Refining Key Messages & Image Concepts
– • Report out & Feedback from other groups
• Revise message box after experience
BREAK
Report out final messages
• Finalize and Report out audience, issues, top 3 most compelling messages, and
additional information/images that would be useful
• Plenary Discussion about communications products and images that can best

support these messages.
Wrap up day 2
Saturday (Half Day for Most)
9am - noon
Prioritize messages and Communications Products/Concepts
BREAK
Next Steps
Noon – 1 pm

LUNCH

1pm – 3pm

SK Review: (Smaller Group)

